Medical image encryption using fractional discrete cosine transform with chaotic function.
In this advanced era, where we have high-speed connectivity, it is very imperative to insulate medical data from forgery and fraud. With the regular increment in the number of internet users, it is challenging to transmit the beefy medical data. This (medical data) is always reused for different diagnosis purposes, so the information of the medical images need to be protected. This paper introduces a new scheme to ensure the safety of the medical data, which includes the use of a chaotic map on the fractional discrete cosine transform (FrDCT) coefficients of the medical data/images. The imperative FrDCT provides a high degree of freedom for the encryption of the medical images. The algorithm consists of two significant steps, i.e., application of FrDCT on an image and after that chaotic map on FrDCT coefficients. The proposed algorithm discusses the benefits of FrDCT over fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) concerning fractional order α. The key sensitivity and space of the proposed algorithm for different medical images inspire us to make a platform for other researchers to work in this area. Experiments are conducted to study different parameters and challenges. The proposed method has been compared with state-of-the-art techniques. The results suggest that our technique outperforms many other state-of-the-art techniques. Graphical Abstract Overview of the proposed algorithm.